BLACK SKY EVENTS
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https://theblackskyevent.com/
In 2000, the U.S.
Congress created the
Electromagnetic Pulse
(EMP) Commission, a
group of renowned
experts tasked with
evaluating the threat of
an electromagnetic pulse
attack from another
nation. The Commission
found that a single
nuclear EMP weapon
detonated high in the
atmosphere over the
center of the US would
bring about a Black Sky
Event.

Governments and the military of those governments ALL think that a Black Sky Event has
something to do with EMP’s taking the electrical grid down and setting the world back to
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the dark ages. They have NO idea what Black Sky Event is coming!

Mother Nature herself has the ability to destroy the power grid via a solar
EMP. Solar EMP’s typically reach earth every 100 years and Earth is 61
years overdue.
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Despite these dire warnings the EMP Commission’s recommendations for
protecting and updating the grid have been largely ignored by our government.
The electric sector has done little to protect the power grid. They continue to
“study” the problem and classify it as “highly improbable.” The EMP Commission
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itself was permanently dissolved in 2017.

https://shepherdsheart.life/blogs/news/emerging-umprecedented-collaboration-earthex-black-sky
As the clock ticks we
draw ever closer to a
Black Sky and ever
closer cascading
catastrophes. A Black
Sky Hazard is a
catastrophic event that
severely disrupts the
normal functioning of
our critical
infrastructures in
multiple regions for
long durations, from
days to years unto
generations. On
August 21, 2019 the
third annual global
event will be
conducted to prepare.
It will be an Emergency
All-sector Response
Transnational
Hazard
4/1/2022
Exercise

EMERGING, UNPRECEDENTED RISK In
our hyper-connected world, any
extreme regional disaster could
quickly become a complex
catastrophe.
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When it comes to catastrophes
you have all heard the phrase,
"It’s been called a matter of
“when, not if.” Some of the
most powerful people in the
world are meeting to discuss
how the world will react to a
“Black Sky” event, a large-scale
catastrophe that would disrupt
the functioning of critical
national infrastructure such as
power supplies.
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The date for the exercise is intriguing. It is planned for August 21, 2019. That day seemed
oddly familiar and so yesterday I did a bit of research and discovered why the date sent my
red flag alert flag waving. The following comes from spaceweather.com. It is important to
note that Black Sky X is three years old.
4/1/2022
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2017: Under the cover
of Black Sky from a
Total Solar Eclipse the
first Black Sky exercise
was conducted
although few people
were paying attention
due to the media frenzy
about the Great
American Solar Eclipse.
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During the minutes of totality, the whole world changes. Saying that day turns into night barely
scratches the surface of it. The shadow of the Moon lances down to Earth from a quarter million
miles away. On one end is you; on the other end is a million square miles of dusty lunar terrain.
4/1/2022
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You're connected, and you can feel the cold.
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Let’s see what else happened on August 21, 2019

https://news.mongabay.com/2019/08/amazon-rainforest-fires-leave-sao-paulo-in-the-dark/
In a technical note released in the evening of August 20, the Brazilian NGO IPAM (Institute
of Environmental Research in Amazonia) said the occurrences are directly connected to
deforestation as it didn’t find any evidence to argue that the fires could be a consequence
of a lack of rain.
Fires in Brazil came to spotlight since the afternoon of August 19, when São Paulo’s skies
suddenly turned black, spurring discussion about the linkage between the fires and the
phenomenon
Far-right President Bolsonaro reacted on August 21, raising suspicion that members of
NGOs could be behind the fires in retaliation against the government for having caused
the suspension of a $33.2 million payment from Norway to the Amazon Fund.
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This is clearly geo-engineering, since
Brazil is still on fire – just like California,
“they” set the fires and then buy the land
cheaply.
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Couldn’t find much of anything else on this exercise that was
supposed to happen – but let’s take a look at what did and what
will happen, according to Scripture for a Black Sky Event.
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Prophetic Black Sky
It is no wonder the Feds are planning for a Black Sky
because it is embedded with the pages of The Set Apart
Scripture. The Old Testament prophets, Yahusha, and the
apostles all spoke of a celestial blackout of planet earth
that will herald the Day of Yahuah is drawing very close.
The Day of Yahuah (is really the return of Yahusha) is not
the same as the seven-year tribulation period though they
think it starts during the tribulation, but that day follows
immediately after the tribulation has ended. Boy will they be
surprised!
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Yahusha says that the days prior to his return will be as the Days of Noah. We can take
this data that he relayed to us in many levels such as literal or straight meaning, deep hints
of metaphoric/allegorical meaning, inquiring about other similar meanings within the
biblical texts, or mystical or hidden meanings. Straightforwardly, it literally can mean that
clouds will cover the earth as they did at the time of Noah.
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Let us look at the Scriptures that predict the
planet wide blackout including the whole
earth being under a cloud of thick darkness
not just a small path as we recently observed
with the solar eclipse:
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Genesis 7:11 – 12
In the six hundredth
year of the life of Noah,
on the seventeenth day of
the month – on that day
all the springs of the
great deep, which
included the seas and all
the waters that come out
of the earth burst open
and gushed forth, and the
floodgates of heaven were
opened and released with
very heavy rain. And
the rain of flooding and
destruction came upon the
earth forty day and forty
nights.
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BLACK SKY EVENT
#1
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EXODUS 10:21 – 23
Then Yahuah said to Moshe, “Stretch out and extend your hand toward the heavens so that there may be
darkness and confusion over the land of Egypt and so that a person can feel the very intense darkness,
confusion and evil.” And Moshe stretched out and extended his hand toward the heavens, and there was
darkness, confusion and evil of night in all the land of Egypt for three days. No one could see his brother
and no-one could move from where they were for three days, but there was light for the Yasarelites in their
dwellings.
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BLACK SKY EVENT #2 – THE EXODUS
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Matthew 27:45
Now from the sixth hour, dreadful darkness came
over all the land until the ninth hour.

BLACK
SKY EVENT #3 – YAHUSHA’S CRUCIFIXION
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From the Gospel of Nicodemus
And it was about the sixth hour, and there was darkness over the earth until the ninth
hour, the sun being darkened; and the curtain of the temple was split in the middle. And
crying out with a loud voice, Yahusha said: Father, Baddach Ephkid Ruel, (Hebrew: Yad
Paqad Ruah) which is, interpreted: Into Thy hands I commit my spirit. And having said
this, He gave up his spirit. And the centurion, seeing what had happened, glorified Yahuah,
and said: This was a just man. And all the crowds that were present at this spectacle, when
they saw what had happened, beat their breasts and went away.

From Psalm 31:5 – Daud
prophesying about Yahusha.
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Psalm 31:2-5
Incline Your ear to me. Quickly deliver and rescue me. Become my rock of refuge of
protection, a fortified keep and stronghold to save me. For You are my rock and my
fortress. So for the sake of Your name, reputation and authority, lead me and guide
me into a favorable state. Bring me out of the snare that they have secretly set and
hidden for me, for You are my refuge of protection. Into Your hand, power and
control
I commit my spirit. You have redeemed and rescued me, O Yahuah, faithful
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Eternal.
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31:7-10
I hate those devoted to useless
idols, but I trust Yahuah. I will
exult and rejoice in your loyal
love. Because you have seen my
misery, you know the distresses of
my life. And you have not
delivered me into the hand of the
enemy. You have set my feet in a
broad place of safety and
freedom. Be gracious and take
pity on me, O Yahuah, because I
have distress, lacking in vigor or
power. My eye becomes weak
because of vexation and feelings
of anxiety and sadness, along
with my soul and body. For my
life is at an end with sorrow and
anguish, and my years with
sighing in emotional pain. My
strength stumbles and falters
because of my iniquity and sin,
and my bones become weak and
waste away.
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Psalm 31:22-24
As for me, I said in alarm and dismay, “I am cut off from Your eyes.” However you
heard the voice of my supplications and plea for mercy when I cried to you for help.
Love Yahuah, all His faithful and devoted ones. Yahuah preserves and guards the
faithful but repays abundantly the one who acts arrogantly, filled with pride and
conceit. Be strong and determined and let your heart show strength, all who wait for
Yahuah.
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BLACK SKY EVENT #4 – METOPHORICALLY SPEAKING –
WITHOUT THE WORD OF YAHUAH

The Middle Ages: a thousand years without
the Bible

Most of us romanticize the Middle Ages. We
picture knights of King Arthur's Round Table,
castles, lords and ladies, wandering minstrels,
and crusades to liberate the Holy Land. But
these images weren't created until the last
part of the medieval period. Actually, most of
the Middle Ages—some eight hundred years
of it—was largely a period of spiritual and
cultural darkness.
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https://journal.christianscience.com/shared/vi
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ew/1s3lqjua7m8
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By the end of the second century AD, classical
civilization had come to an end. The Roman
Empire was on the decline—weakened by
corruption, economic disintegration, and the
ever-present threat of barbarian invasion.
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The emperors became more despotic than ever—imposing military conscription and heavy
4/1/2022
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taxes. And they persecuted Christians periodically, as they had almost from the beginning.

Constantine's support gave the Church new
strength. But it also introduced long-term
problems for Christianity, particularly when
Constantine moved his capital from Rome to
Byzantium, which he renamed Constantinople
in his own honor. This move created a power
vacuum in Rome, which was quickly filled by a
strong line of popes who created a kind of
"papal monarchy."
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Throughout the Middle Ages, this papacy was the ruling authority to which all Western
Christendom was subject. The popes assumed not only religious but also secular control over
much of the old Roman world. For all practical purposes, the Church of the Middle Ages was a
church state—with absolute power to levy taxes, call up armies, make laws, and punish
4/1/2022
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citizens who violated its laws.

With this secularization of the Christian
Church, Bible study diminished dramatically.
Gradually, the doctrinal teachings of the
Church replaced the Bible in the hearts of
Christians.
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As the people lost touch with the Scriptures, they moved farther and farther away from certain
Christian practices—such as reading the Bible aloud in church services, preaching the gospel,
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and practicing spiritual healing. At the same time the actual text of the Bible became corrupted.

The new vernacular tongues included the modern languages we use now in Western
civilization: Romance languages like French, Spanish, Portuguese and Italian; and Germanic
languages like German, Swiss, and English.
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The important thing as far as the Bible is concerned, though, is that people who spoke these
new languages in the Middle Ages were totally out of touch with Latin and with the Latin Bible
that the Church doggedly maintained as its only official text—the one and only version of
4/1/2022
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Scripture to be used in church services or to be read by the clergy.

But the fact remains that illiteracy prevailed
among all but a few priests and nobles. And
even if the common people had known how
to read, the Church forbade them to read the
Bible.
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At the height of its power in the early thirteenth century, Church authorities completely shut
down any possibilities for the average person to become familiar with the Scriptures when
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they made it illegal for lay members to even own a Bible, much less read one.

Spanish Inquisition, (1478–1834),
judicial institution ostensibly established
to combat heresy in Spain. In practice, the
Spanish Inquisition served to consolidate
power in the monarchy of the newly
unified Spanish kingdom, but it achieved
that end through infamously brutal
methods.

Don’t you find it interesting that religion defines heresy as a
variance of THEIR accepted doctrine – and not once do they even
say anything about Yahuah’s Torah and His 10 Words – the true
definition of heresy is IGNORING YAHUAH!
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Heresy definition, opinion or doctrine at
variance with the orthodox or accepted
doctrine, especially of a church or
religious system.
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https://historycollection.com/snapcrackle-pop-torture-methods-ofthe-spanish-inquisition/
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Punish the Non-Believers: 6 Cruel
Torture Methods of the Spanish
Inquisition
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The use of the strappado or Corda had three
variations. The accused would have their hands
tied behind their back, similar in nature to
modern-day handcuffing. A rope would be tied to
the wrists and passed over a pulley, beam, or
hook, depending upon the place where the
torture took place. As the accused was pulled off
of the ground, they were hanging from their
arms.
Variations on the strappado included using
weights to cause more resistance and pain. The
inverted and extended shoulders would separate
from their sockets. At times, jerking the hanging
victim would cause the shoulders to break. An
especially torturous variation on the strappado
was tying the wrists of the accused in front along
with the ankles, then adding weights before
pulling the victim off of the ground to hang.
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The length of time for the strappado was
relatively short. Reports of its use during the
Inquisition had the entire process completed in
60 minutes or less. Of course, a person’s
individual threshold for pain would have
ultimately determined the strappado’s success of
eliciting a confession or information sought by
the tribunal. While death did not happen with this
torture method, permanent nerve, ligament, and
tendon damage was likely to occur in the 48
victim.

Theatrical images of someone having
their head held under water to encourage
a confession pay homage to toca. In
modern times, this would be referred to as
waterboarding. During the Spanish
Inquisition it was also called interrogatorio
mejorado del agua. The idea behind it was
to make the accused feel as if they were
drowning. The techniques used for toca
were different from place to place.

Spanish officials willingly and repeatedly used eye-witness accounts
of toca to prevent the spread of heretics.
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The accused would lay on his or her back
and be strapped to a board. Securing the
ankles, wrists, arms, and legs was
essential to prevent the accused from
thrashing around. Once secured, a rag or
some type of cloth would be inserted into
the mouth. Officials of the tribunal would
then pour water over the rag, mimicking
the sensation of drowning.
This technique would be repeated,
sometimes for days, until confessions
came forth. Breathing would become
increasingly difficult as the torture
increased in frequency. At first, the
accused would be given enough time to
catch their breath after the toca. If no
confession came, the length of water
pouring would increase while the breaks
for breath would decrease. Death49
was a
distinct possibility.

The use of the rack dated back to ancient times and its
purpose was to stretch out a human being. A person
would be secured to a board at the wrists and the
ankles with some type of cuff, then chains would be
attached to the cuffs. The chains would be attached to a
wheel and a crank would turn the wheel. As the chains
were tightened, the body would stretch and joints,
ligaments, and tendons would snap, crack, and pop.

Sounds produced by a body stretching may be one
reason why this torture method had such a long life in
human history. During the Inquisition, those accused of
heresy were often required to witness torture. When the
tendons and ligaments of a person on the rack began
making noise, bystanders routinely offered up
confessions. For the accused stretched out too much,
their muscles would lose the ability to contract. Without
elasticity of muscles, a person could no longer move on
their own. For a person that survived long sessions of
forced stretching, they could lose control of their bowels
and other bodily functions and be permanently unable
to move on their own.
Sometimes included with the rack were ancillary torture
methods. For example, part of a person may be on a
bed of nails or some other sharp objects. When the
rack began to stretch them, the nails would slowly
pierce the skin. The accused would feel the pain of
being stretched as well as objects scraping against their
skin.
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The Catherine Wheel, or the Breaking
Wheel, was a form of capital punishment
adapted from the Rack. For the Spanish
Inquisition, torture methods had to provide
variety and surprise. The more forms of
torture the greater the chance that
accused infidels would confess to their
crimes and embrace the Church.
Intended as capital punishment, it
sometimes was used as a form of torture.
Generally, a wagon wheel was used and
the accused or convicted would be
stretched over the wheel. Then they
would be beaten. The spaces between
the spokes would allow bones to break
upon contact with a club or other device. If
the device was used as torture, the
accused would be removed from the
wheel before death.
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When the Wheel was used as a form of
capital punishment, the convicted would
be bludgeoned to death. Repeated hits
from clubs, thick tree branches, or other
implements would break bones. The
mangled body of the convicted would be
placed on display until death. In some
instances, the dying convict would be kept
alive as long as possible to drag out the
painful process of awaiting death from
51
broken bones.

The hairshirt was a garment made out of animal hair. Generally, it would have a neck opening and rest upon the
shoulders with the sides tied under the arms. There were numerous variations. Sometimes it was called a cilice or
sackcloth. The idea was to wear something against the skin that would irritate it. For Catholics in the early days of
Christianity, hairshirts were used as a method of repentance during the season of Lent, the 40 days before Easter.
To intensify the irritation of the skin other items were added such as twigs, rocks, or metal.
During the Spanish Inquisition, the hairshirt was used after a voluntary or post-torture confession. If a person was
suspected
of heresy, they could either confess their sin or wait for the Inquisition Tribunal to charge them. The
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of the hairshirt happened mainly in the New World viceroyalties.

Torture chambers were windowless rooms
that held the modes of torture. These rooms
existed in places where society was settled.
They made sense in regions with a larger
population where the Tribunal would be
required to hear charges of heresy for
several people. Since members of the
Tribunal had to witness the torture so that
they could hear a confession, these chamber
rooms made sense.
The Spanish Inquisition in the New World
was a somewhat different story.
Conquistadors made initial contact with
native populations. They read a proclamation
that stated all the people, plants, and
animals on the land were now subjects of the
Spanish Crown. Clerics would then read the
Rites of Baptism, which meant that all native
populations were now members of the
Church and expected to follow Church
doctrine. It did not matter to the Tribunal if
the native people understood what had
happened to them or not.
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In the New World, the torture happened in
public spaces instead of in dark, windowless
rooms beneath a prison. Public torture put
fear into all that witnessed it. The agonizing
screams of the tortured and the sounds their
bodies made would keep the community
53
heretic free.

https://historydaily.org/25-most-brutal-torture-techniques
Saw torture
The victim is hung upside down to
ensure that the blood will rush to
their heads and keep them
conscious during the torture
procedure. The torturer would then
cut the victim's body in half. Most
were sawed only up to their
abdomen to prolong the agony.
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Judas cradle is a bit similar to
impalement. The punishment
starts by sitting the victim on
the pyramid-shaped cradle.
The victim would then be
forced down by ropes with the
intention of stretching the
victim's orifice over a long
period of time, impaling him
slowly. The victim was usually
undressed and the device was
seldom washed - meaning, if
the torture doesn't terminate
the victim, the infection
contracted from it would.
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It is only man with the help of lo-shema
that could come up with these inhuman
tortures. Yahuah NEVER resorted to this
kind of debasement. Also note it didn’t
seem like there was any issue in finding
people that would happily do these
tortures – of course this was condoned
by the Church, so for them that was
okay. According to their god this was
acceptable – how like today’s modern
world!
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Let’s talk about the LAST SKY EVENT, the one
where Yahuah comes back and judges all that
is on the earth by using some Scripture by
Yahuah’s prophets!.
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Isaiah 13:6-8
Wail, howl, shouting noises of
sorrow, for the Day of Yahuah is
near, imminent and approaching;
it will come like destruction,
violence and oppression from
Shaddai the true Almighty!
Therefore and for this reason all
hands will grow slack, hang
limp, being feeble and powerless,
and every human heart will melt,
becoming weak and losing
courage, and they will be
dismayed, terrified, bewildered
and alarmed.
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Pangs, anguish and torment causing great distress and
anxiety will seize and take hold of them; they will tremble
and writhe like a woman giving birth. They will stare,
being astonished and stunned at one another in confusion,
their faces flushing, like a flash of light reflecting off the
blade of a sword.
58
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Then I will punish the world
for its evil and wrongdoing and
the wicked and unrighteous
for their iniquity and sins.
Also I will put an end to the
pride and conceit of the
arrogant, and I will bring the
haughtiness and high status of
tyrants low, humbling and
humiliating them.
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Yahzqi’ 30:2 “Son of man, prophesy and say,
‘Thus said the Master Yahuah,” “Howl and wail
for alas,” ‘Woe to the day!’
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Yahzqi’ 30:3 “For a day is near, indeed, a day is
near for Yahuah. It is a day of cloud and darkness,
a supernatural occurrence of gloom, a time and
season of the nations it will be.
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Yahzqi’ 30:4 “Then a sword (conflict, war) will come upon Mitsrayim, and great anguish and worry will be in
Kush (Ethiopia), at the falling of the slain in Mitsrayim. And they take away her wealth and abundance, and her
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foundations are demolished and laid to ruins.

Joel 1:15

Alas, cry the alarm! For the day of darkness and distress of Yahuah is imminent.
It will come like destruction and violence from Shaddai the Almighty.
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Joel 2:1-3
Sound the trumpet in Zion, and
sound the alarm on my set-apart
Mountain! Let all the inhabitants of
the land tremble with anguish and
distress, for the day of Yahuah is
coming—indeed near and imminent.
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Before them a fire (Yahuah’s judgement of flesh with fire and His sword) devours and destroys,
and behind them a flame like a spear point burns. Like the Garden of Eden the land before
them, and after them a desolate and inhabitable desert of despair, clothed in horror, of which
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nothing can escape.

Joel 2:30-31
And I will set wonders and signs in the heavens, and on
earth, death and fire of burning anger and columns of
smoke.
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The sun will be
changed to
darkness,
causing
confusion and
terror, and the
moon to blood
and death,
before the
coming of the
great and
awesome and
dreadful day of
Yahuah.
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Joel: 3:13-15
Send forth the sickle, for the harvest is ripe! Go tread and
dominate, for the winepress is full! The vats overflow, because
their evil and wickedness is great!
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Commotion and uproar, commotion confusion
in the valley of decision and judgement! For
the day of Yahuah is near in the valley of
decision and judgement!
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The sun and the moon grow dark for a time of
judgement, and the stars have withheld their
splendor.
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Enoch 104: 1-7
104: 1 "I swear unto you that in heaven the
malakim will remember you for good
before the splendor of YAHUAH the Great
One; and your names shall be written
before the splendor of YAHUAH the Great
One."
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104:2 "Be hopeful, because formerly you
have pined away through evil and toil. But
now you shall shine like the lights of
heaven, and you shall be seen; and the
windows of heaven shall be opened for
you. Your cry shall be heard."
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104:3 "Cry for judgment, and it shall
appear for you; for all your tribulations
shall be demanded for investigation from
the responsible authorities - from
everyone who assisted those who
plundered you."
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104:4 "Be hopeful, and do not abandon your hope because there shall be a
fire for you; you are about to be making a great rejoicing like the malakim
of heaven."
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104:5 "You shall not have to hide on the day of the great judgment, and you shall not be
found as the sinners; but the eternal judgment shall be far away from you for all the
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generations of the world."

104:6 "Now fear not, righteous ones, when you see the sinners waxing strong and
flourishing; do not be partners with them, but keep far away from those who lean onto
their own injustice; for you are to be partners with the good-hearted people of heaven."
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104:7 "Now, you sinners, even if you say,
'All our sins shall not be investigated or
written down,' nevertheless, all your sins
are being written down every day."
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Enoch 108:12-15

108: 12 "I shall bring them out into the bright light,
those who have loved MY kodesh NAME and seat
them each one by one upon the throne of his
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honor."
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108: 13 "And they shall be resplendent for ages that cannot be numbered; for the
judgment of YAHUAH is righteousness, because HE will give faith - as well as the Paths
of Truth - to the faithful ones in the resting place."
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108:14 "Then they shall see those who were born in darkness being taken into
darkness, while the righteous ones shall be resplendent."
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108: 15 "The sinners shall cry aloud, and they shall see the righteous ones being
resplendent; they shall go to the place which was prescribed for them concerning
the days and the seasons."
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